Abstract: Neuromorphic computing is a non-von Neumann architecture which is also referred to as artificial neural network and that allows electronic system to function in the same manner as that of the human brain. In this paper we have developed neural core architecture analogous to that of the human brain. Each neural core has its own computational element neuron, memory to store information and local clock generator for synchronous functioning of neuron along with asynchronous input-output port and its port controller. The neuron model used here is a tailor-made of IBM TrueNorth’s neuron block. Our design methodology includes both synchronous and asynchronous circuit in order to build an event-driven neural network core. We have first simulated our design using Neuroph studio in order to calculate the weights and bias value and then used these weights for hardware implementation. With that we have successfully demonstrated the working of neural core using XOR application. It was designed in VHDL language and simulated in Xilinx ISE software.

Index Terms: IBM TrueNorth, Neuromorphic Computing, Port Controller, Synchronous-Asynchronous Design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neuromorphic computing is brain inspired computation. Human brain has lakes of neurons with synapse and dendrites that has the ability to store information, ability to retain fast response and capability to understand and respond. Computer systems design is different from the organization of human brain. Clock is used to synchronize activities while the brain runs in an asynchronous manner. There is a clear partition between memory and computation circuits [1], whereas in brain the memory and computation appear to be tightly integrated. Neuromorphic computing is a computing system which follows the structure and principle of biological computation in artificial substrate such as silicon, in order to achieve similar computational performance [2]. Digital implementation of spiking neurons is more efficient and enables one to one correspondence between hardware and software [3].

The neuron present in the human brain performs three basic functions i.e. it receives information from other neurons, integrates it to determine whether the information should be allowed to pass and transfers the information to the other neurons or muscles or glands. Fig. 1 shows the biological structure of neuron which consists of cell body called soma, many short branching processes called dendrites and other processes longer than dendrites known as axon. The detailed representation of the biological structure is explained in table I below.

![Fig. 1: Biological Structure of Neuron](image)

The brain is what it is because of the structural and functional properties of its interconnected neurons. The basic function of neurons is to transfer information to other parts of the body [4]. A neuron communicates with each other with the help of synapse. The neuron send message by releasing a chemical messenger called neurotransmitter into the synaptical cleft. The neurotransmitter cross the synapse and gets attached to the key side of the receptor of the next neuron. When the neurotransmitter gets attached to the receptors they cause a change inside the receiving neuron and the message is delivered. Similarly neuromorphic chips are basically an electronic system which performs the mimicry of human brain. Neuromorphic hardware is a link between an electronic system and human brain. The component used for implementing neuromorphic hardware is micro and nano scale transistor. The electrochemical function of human neurons is replicated with the help of non-linearity of silicon transistor. Transistors in neuromorphic chips are used as switches and they also provide neuropylicity which is a characteristic of human brain that enables it to modify synapse while processing the data. There is a major requirement of neuromorphic computing because it provides flexibility, strong memory, asynchronous spiking signal and timing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components in Biological Neuron</th>
<th>Functions Performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dendrites</td>
<td>Fine hair like extension helps neurons to receive incoming stimuli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soma (cell body)</td>
<td>Helps in directing incoming impulses from the dendrites to the axon.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our main contribution in this paper is a synchronous-asynchronous neural core architecture which consists of neuron block, a random number generator, memory, local clock generator, plus 4 phase bundled data protocol for asynchronous interconnection. The design of neuron block is taken from IBM’s TrueNorth neuron design [5]. It consists of synapse unit, leak and leak reversal unit, integrator unit, threshold and reset unit. In order to implement event-driven communication circuit we used asynchronous technique and for computation we used synchronous technique. In this paper, we present the design of the neural core and its asynchronous-synchronous design flow. In section II, we review work related to neural core and their architecture. In section III, we described our neural network core architecture. In section IV, we have described different blocks present in our neural core. In section V, we have modeled XOR with the neural core. In section VI, we demonstrated all the results obtained. In section VII, we presented our conclusion.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are various designs that have demonstrated neuromorphic computation, some of the recent neuromorphic projects are shown in Table II.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The proposed Neuromorphic Computing is based on biological neural network. Where the neurons receive signals through its dendrites process it and then transfer the signal to next successive neuron through its axon terminal. The behavior of biological neuron is asynchronous based on the stimulus of previous neurons. The proposed architecture consists of honey comb structure of neural core. It has asynchronous connectivity with six neighboring neuronal core through its six ports as shown in figure 2(a). Neural core is the basic building block of the architecture. It receives and transmits the information through their ports. It processes the signals from other neural core and transfer the signal to another connected neural core.

Figure 2(b) shows the single neural core with six ports. Each port has separate lines for input port and output port along with the handshake signal i.e. request and acknowledgement. This single neural core communicate with six neighboring core through these ports asynchronously using 4 phase bundled data protocol.

The six input port of the neural core are labeled as INE, IE, ISE, ISW, IW, and INW. Whereas the six output ports of the neural core are labeled as ONE, OE, OSE, OSW, OW, and ONW. The request and acknowledgement of each input port are labeled as ReqINE, ReqIE, ReqISE, ReqISW, ReqIW, AckINE, AckIE, AckISE, AckISW, AckIW, and AckINW. The request and acknowledgement of each output port are labeled as ReqONE, ReqOE, ReqOSE, ReqOSW, ReqOW, ReqONW, AckONE, AckOE, AckOSE, AckOSW, AckOW, and AckONW. These ports are
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>IBM TrueNorth</th>
<th>SpiNNaker</th>
<th>Neurogrid</th>
<th>BrainScaleS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. Of Neurons</td>
<td>1 million neurons</td>
<td>1 billion neurons</td>
<td>1 million neurons</td>
<td>512 neurons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synapse</td>
<td>256 million synapse</td>
<td>1 trillion synapses</td>
<td>6 billion synapses</td>
<td>128K Synapse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendrites</td>
<td>256 input axons</td>
<td>Each neuron has 1000 inputs.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>It is a many core processor network on chip with 4096 cores each with 256 programmable simulated neurons.</td>
<td>Real-time spiking neural network</td>
<td>Mixed analog-digital neuromorphic system organized in a tree routing network is a sixteen chip system</td>
<td>Mixed analog-digital design which accelerates the search for intersecting networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Of operation per watt</td>
<td>58 Giga-Synaptic Operations per Second per Watt (GSOPS/W) of peak computational performance and 400 Gega-Synaptic Operation Per Second per Watt (GDOPS/W) of computational energy efficiency</td>
<td>Consumes about 25-36w running in real-time</td>
<td>In real time a total of one million neurons are simulated by Neurogrid for 3.1W approximately</td>
<td>Consumes approximately 1kW at wafer-scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>DARPA SyNAPSE</td>
<td>University of Manchester</td>
<td>Stanford university</td>
<td>Heidelberg University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>The TrueNorth uses Corelet Programming Environment (CPE) and composed algorithm library in order to develop their applications.</td>
<td>SpiNNaker is a microprocessor based system for improving the performance of software simulations. SpiNNaker has fully digital architecture and uses asynchronous message passing network. Network with hundreds of thousands of neurons and tens of millions synapse has been demonstrated by SpiNNaker using a 48-chip board.</td>
<td>Neurogrid follows continuous time neural dynamics through communication among biophysical component. Neurons from any chip uses multicast communication to send message asynchronously to synapse from any other chip. Similar parameter is been shared by the neurons on the same chip.</td>
<td>BrainScaleS has 200 thousand analog neurons and 400 million addressable synapse and consumes approximately 1kW at wafer-scale. Network for communication at wafer-scale is asynchronous and uses a hierarchical packet based approach in order to connect to a high performance FPGA system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip area</td>
<td>Occupies 4.3 cm² in a 28 nm low-power CMOS process.</td>
<td>Integrates 18 microprocessors in 102mm² using a 130 nm process.</td>
<td>Chip is of 168mm² in a 180 nm process</td>
<td>chip is 5 x 10 mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>[5], [6], [7], [8]</td>
<td>[9], [10], [11]</td>
<td>[12], [13]</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II: Various Neuromorphic Computing Systems Developed.
Fig. 2(a): Generic structure of Neural core, Figure 2(b): Single Neural Core, Figure 2(c): Neural core and its internal components

similar to dendrites in biological brain. Figure 2(c) shows the internal structure core. It consists of synchronous neuron block taken from the TrueNorth architecture [5] and asynchronous port and port controller. The block diagram of synchronous neural core consists of Neurons, Random Number Generator, Memory, Local Clock generator, Input port and Output Port. Based on the incoming spike signals and trained weights the function of neuron block is to generate spike signals for other neurons connected to it. The random number generator is used to support stochastic leak, synapse and threshold function. RAM memory is used to store synaptic connectivity, weight value, leak value, threshold value and membrane potential value. Local clock generator is used to supply the clock signals to the synchronous neuron core. Input ports are used to interface the asynchronous signal with the synchronous signals and output ports are used to interface the synchronous signals with the asynchronous signals. Input port along with port controller is used to receive the asynchronous signal from the neighbouring neural core. There are six input port and six input port controller for six port of neural core. Output port along with the output port controller is used to transmit the asynchronous signal to the output port for further transfer of signal to other neural core.

IV. DESIGN OF BLOCKS OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

A. Design of Input Port and Input Port Controller

New input may be latched after latch has indicates that it has latched the current data and the handshaking, on the input channel may be complete without any interaction with the output channel. If the latch controller is “normally transparent” then this may lead to excessive power consumption because inputs that make multiple transitions before settling will propagate through successive synchronizer. By using “normally opaque” latch controller, latch will act as a barrier. If handshake latch that is holding a bubble is exposed to a data on its input, the latch controller switches the latch into the transparent mode and when input data have propagated safely into the latch, it will switch the latch back into the opaque mode in which it will hold data. Fig 3(b) shows the PN specification and Fig 3(c) shows the circuit implementation of the normally opaque latch controller. It may be necessary to add some delay into Lt+ to Ain- in order to ensure that input signal has propagated through the latch before Ain-. Furthermore, the duration of
the $Lt = 0$ pulse that causes the latch to be transparent is determined by the gate delays in the latch controller itself and the pulse must be long enough to ensure safe latching of the data. The latch controller assumes a broad data-validity on its input channel [15].

**B. Design of Output Port and Output Port Controller**

Representation of the decoupled output port is shown in fig. 4(a). It consists of an output port and a port controller. Whenever packet data is ready, it is placed on the data line of decoupled output port along with request line “ri” and port controller will give the acknowledge “ai”. “ro” is the output request from the output port controller and “ao” is the acknowledgement from the successive micro pipeline. “en” is decoupled output port enable signal which enable the output port. It is designed to comply with the four phase handshake protocol. Fig. 4(b) shows the STG specification of the port controller. Fig. 4(c) shows the standard-c circuit implementation of port controller. This implementation is speed independent i.e. its correctness is independent of gate delay. It is synthesized by Petrify using gC with monotonous cover option [15].

**C. Design of Asynchronous Mux**

A MUX will coordinate the control channel and convey the information and the handshaking of the particular input channel to the output data channel. The other input channel is mistreated [15].
D. Design of Asynchronous Demux

A DEMUX will coordinate the control and the data input channels and guide the input to the particular output channel. The other output channel is inactive and in the rest state [15].

![Asynchronous Demultiplexer](image)

**Fig. 6: Asynchronous Demultiplexer**

E. Design of Neurons

The structure of neuron block is taken from IBM TrueNorth’s Neurosynaptic core [5]. The neuron block used here is dual stochastic and deterministic neuron based on leaky integrates and fire neuron with a stable leak [16]. The block diagram of neuron is shown in figure 7, this leaky integrate and fire neuron consist of synapse integration, leak integration, leak mode, threshold and reset mode. Each neuron receives incoming spikes and integrates it to update its membrane potential. The synaptic input unit actualizes stochastic and deterministic for distinctive weights types with positive and negative values. The leak and leak inversion unit give a stable bias. The function of integrator unit is to add the membrane potential from the past tick with synapse and leak input. The threshold and reset unit is used to compare the membrane potential value with the threshold value. When the incoming spike is integrated a leak value is subtracted from the membrane potential and then the updated membrane potential value is compared with the threshold value and if the membrane potential value exceeds the threshold value then a spike is generated.

![Neuron Block Diagram](image)

**Fig. 7: Neuron Block Diagram**

V. Modeling of XOR with Neural Core

The application for the neural core is developed using neuroph studio and simulated with Xilinx ISE software tool. Figure 8(a) shows 2 inputs XOR problem developed using neuroph studio which consist of five neurons. The number of neurons is chosen depending upon the application selected. Here the first two neural cores receive incoming spikes (information) and then further transfer the information to other neurons. The final result is obtained at the output of neuron five. The neural network is trained using traditional backpropogation algorithm. Inputs are provided along with the target value for training. Figure 8(b) shows the training graph for 2 inputs XOR. The training of neural network is done to reduce the error rate.

![Training Graph](image)

**Fig. 8: (a) Network Structure for 2 input XOR, (b) Training Graph**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. no.</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Number of Layers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Number of Neurons per Layer</td>
<td>min: 1 and max: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Number of Training Iterations</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Number of Neurons in the Hidden Layer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Training Type</td>
<td>Training by minimum error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Minimum error</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Parameters used for Training in Neuroph Studio

A. Algorithm for XOR Implementation

Algorithmically, the approach used for implementing XOR is as follows:

a. Wait for the input signal.
b. Read neuron data from the memory.
c. Apply leak value.
d. Check threshold value.
e. Compare threshold value with the membrane potential value.
f. If membrane potential value is greater than threshold value then the spike is generated.
By using backpropogation algorithm the synapse weights are calculated. The XOR is implemented in hardware using VHDL language. The value of input is taken as it is whereas the synapse weight values are calculated.

B. Mapping of Application on the Proposed Architecture

Figure 8(c) shows the 2 input neural networks with four different outputs. There are 5 neurons present in our design with 2 inputs and 1 output. Each neurons produce different outputs for 4 different pairs of inputs. Here the value in dashed box shows the output produce through neuroph studio which is in floating point and the value in the other box shows its fixed point representation which is obtained through Xilinx simulation. The red box indicated the outputs for 00 inputs, the green box indicates the outputs for 10 inputs, the purple box indicates the outputs for 11 inputs and the blue box indicates the outputs for 01 input.

Figure 8 (d): XOR implementation using neural core.

Figure 8(e) shows the synchronous simulation wave obtained through XOR application. It consists of 2 inputs indicated as i1 and i2 which represents four different values i.e., 00, 01, 10 and 11. n1a represents the signal between input neural core 1 and the hidden neural core 3. n1b represents the signal between input neural core 1 and hidden neural core 4. n2a represents the signal between input neural core 2 and hidden neural core 3. n2b represents the signal between input neural core 2 and hidden neural core 4. n3 represents the signal between hidden layer neural core 3 and output layer neural core 5. n4 represents the signal between hidden layer neural core 4 and output layer neural core 5. Here y represents the output values for four different inputs.

Figure 8(e): Synchronous Simulation Wave for XOR Application

Similarly, figure 8(f) represents the asynchronous simulation waveform for XOR implementation. Here the request and acknowledge signal represents the asynchronous connectivity between neural cores. We have used 4-phase bundled data protocol for asynchronous connectivity. As the sender affirm the data set the request to ‘1’ and the receiver set the acknowledge to ‘1’ after absorbing the data. The sender respond to the acknowledge signal by setting request to ‘0’ and the receiver acknowledge by setting acknowledge ‘0’ and at this stage the sender is ready to initiate the next communication cycle.

Figure 8(f): Asynchronous Simulation Wave for XOR Application.
VI. RESULT AND ITS ANALYSIS

A. Simulation of Synapse Unit

![Figure 9](image)

The RTL for synapse unit is shown in figure 9(a). When the neuron instruction becomes zero then 0000 is send to the deterministic path and stochastic path. Then this 0000 value is compared with Ifsr value which is 0011. Here the comparator output becomes 1 as the Ifsr value is greater than 0000 value. Hence a 0 value appear on the stochastic pathway. Now as the synapse mode select becomes 1 the synapse output obtain is 0000. The waveform for synapse unit is shown in figure 9(b).

B. Simulation of Leak Unit

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10(a) shows the RTL for leak unit. In leak unit the stored leak weight is transferred to both the deterministic pathway and stochastic pathway. The stored leak weight value i.e. 0001 is compared with Ifsr value which is 0011. As the Ifsr value is greater than the stored leak weight value so the comparator output becomes 1. A 0 value is applied to the stochastic pathway. Now as the leak mode select becomes 0 the leak output obtain is 0000. The waveform for leak unit is shown in figure 10(b).

C. Simulation of Leak Reversal Unit

![Figure 11](image)

The RTL for leak reversal output is shown in figure 11(a). The leak output is applied as an input to the leak reversal unit. The leak output obtained is 0000. The integrator output which is a membrane potential value from the integrator unit is 1000. The leak reversal mode select determines whether the neuron will operate in leak reversal mode or monotonic leak mode. Here the leak reversal mode select is set to 1 so the neuron will operate in monotonic leak mode and the leak reversal output becomes 0000. The waveform for leak reversal unit is shown in figure 11(b).

D. Simulation of Integrator Unit

![Figure 12](image)

The RTL view of integrator unit is shown in figure 12(a). The input to the integrator unit is output of the leak reversal unit and synapse unit. The integrator select bit selects one of the inputs. The vt_select bit selects either the read_vt value or the integrator output value. The read_vt value is nothing but the membrane potential value. The integrator unit consist of adder which adds the leak reversal unit or synapse units output to the membrane potential value. The output obtained through adder is the updated membrane potential value which is nothing but the integrator output. The waveform obtained for reset unit is shown in figure 12(b).

E. Simulation of Threshold Unit

![Figure 13](image)

The Threshold unit was designed using VHDL and its RTL obtained is shown in figure 13(a). The input provided to Threshold unit is from Ifsr, mask and threshold storage. First the Ifsr and mask unit is multiplied in order to obtain intermediate pseudo random value. Here the Ifsr value is 0011 and mask value is 1111 so the intermediate pseudo random value obtain is 0011. Now the obtained intermediate pseudo random value is added with the stored threshold value which is 0001. So the threshold value obtain is 0100. This simulation is carried for typical cases. The waveform for Threshold unit is shown in figure 13(b).

F. Simulation of Reset Unit

The RTL view of reset unit is shown in figure 14(a). There are three inputs to the reset unit i.e. vreset which stores a constant 0 value, integrator output which is a membrane potential value from the integrator unit and threshold output obtained which is 0100. Depending upon the configuration value selected one of the input appear as an output to the reset unit. Here configuration value selected is 01 so the reset output becomes 0010. The waveform obtained for reset unit is shown in figure 14(b).
G. Simulation of Neuron

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>2.007ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response Time</td>
<td>2.406ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>1Ghz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Design Parameter

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the implementation of neural core. Our proposed architecture is modular and it is possible to increase or decrease the number of neural core and layers depending upon the application. Our design involves mixed asynchronous and synchronous approach. We have demonstrated example application such as XOR which requires five neural cores fully connected to each other in an asynchronous manner. Here first our network is trained using Neuroph Studio and the obtained weights are written in VHDL package. We have synthesized our network in Xilinx and obtained the RTL schematic and its corresponding clock waveform.
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